
CHANNELLED WRITING A BOOK

This is a list of notable modern purportedly channelled texts. It contains texts first published in the 19th century or later.
Contents. 1 Timeline of Channeling; 2 Works of Automatic Writing; 3 Works of Book of Commandments ( called Doctrine
and Covenants in later editions) by Joseph Smith Jr. s The Cosmic.

Automatic writing is the easiest way to channel spirit and is said to be claircognizance in the written form. For
those who are worried about channeling something malevolent, here are some tips to help you to recognize
true spiritual guidance: Channeled information tends to be high-vibrational in nature. How can automatic
writing help our readers â€” spiritually or emotionally or practically? We do not go through this life without
spiritual support and assistance â€” our guides, Higher self and angels are always there for us. Let your pen
begin to move. Lesson 5 : Rapid Drafting How to quickly deliver the main content for your work and end up
with a first draft within weeks, or even days. We need to open our heart, and start by loving ourselves. Then
simply relax and wait for it to happen. It may take time to get comfortable with it. What are my values?
Asking our spiritual guidance through channeled writing for their perspective gives us the answers that truly
serves our highest benefit, answers that we may not have come to on our own. Lesson 4 : Entrancing Your
Reader How to write in trance so your reader will be entranced. Why is this? When we channel Spirit, our
mind moves out of the way and we watch it all take place with little interaction. Although her books cover a
range of different aspects, they all take you through the processes that aid you to develop your psychic gifts.
The trick is to switch off your conscious mind during this exercise, so no judging or analyzing at this stage â€”
that can come later. Try looking firstly for coherent sentences or keywords that may pop out. Creating Priority
Lists. It is a psychic gift and one of the easiest types of psychic communication abilities to develop. Other
names for channeled writing are automatic writing, psychography, angel writing, spirit writing, or intuitive
writing. Do you?


